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The phrase “sitting is the new smoking” is nothing
new when talking about workplace wellbeing
and despite the common knowledge that sitting
can have a number of detrimental effects to our
health, people still struggle to ditch their desks
and get moving in the office.
Not only is it bad for our health but recent research has
suggested that a lack of movement in the workplace
can have a significant effect on productivity. Studies
show that regular movement throughout the day
is essential in maximising energy levels, sparking
innovation, as well as engagement.
So why aren’t we doing it? Many argue that although
they are active outside of work, it is impossible to stay
active when sat behind a desk every day. However,
by following these simple strategies for increasing
movement, there is no excuse… it’s time to ditch the
desk and get moving!

1) Take a break
It is important, no matter how busy you are, to take a
break. Whilst you might think you don’t have time for a
break you are actually more likely to get more work done
if you take short, regular, breaks throughout the day. If you
find it difficult to find the time try setting an alarm on your
phone every hour or so as a reminder to yourself to get up
and take a walk away from your desk. Whether it be; to go
get a drink, go to the toilet or just stretch your legs, you will
be far more productive when you return to your desk.

2)	Ban internal emails
Have you ever sent an email to a colleague sat just a
couple of desks away from you? I think we are guilty of this
from time to time. Try banning internal emails and make the
effort to get up from your desk to talk to colleagues face to
face instead. Not only is this a good excuse to get up from
your desk on to your feet but often it can be a much more
effective way of communicating and will help to strengthen
the relationships between colleagues. In large offices this
can seem like a daunting task, if this is the case try limit this
within zones or smaller groups.

3) Centralise printers and 		
copiers

Use an active design approach and position communal devices such as printers
and copiers centrally so that employees are forced to get up and walk to them
rather than just spinning round in their desk chairs. You’ll be surprised how many
times you’ll have to get up from your desk over the day. Also, try getting rid of
individual waste paper bins and have larger bins located centrally within the office
to encourage employees to take a walk to them. By doing this you are not only
encouraging employees to get away from their desks but allowing for unplanned
collisions between staff that don’t necessarily interact on a day to day basis. This
is a great way of promoting a sense of culture within an organisation as well as
helping to spark new ideas.be sat at the kitchen or on a comfy sofa.

4) Give the stairs a lift!
And no, this doesn’t mean take the lift… Give your
stairwell a makeover whether it’s simple a lick of paint or
the installation of some colourful artwork. A dark, dreary
stairwell isn’t going to attract anyone, by making the stairs
look appealing your employees are more likely to choose
them over the lift. Try placing motivational posters by the lift
and stairs encouraging people to take the healthier option.

5)	Bring in the Sit stand
Available to suit a range of budgets, the sit stand desk is a
great solution to sedentary behaviour that is being increasingly
adopted by both large corporates and SMEs. By using
a sit stand employees are able to alternate between being
seated and standing at their desks as they choose. Studies
suggest that not only does it help to relieve back pain caused
by prolonged sitting but it can also improve mood and
encourage greater productivity. Try designate different tasks
to being stood throughout the day, for example take calls or
brainstorm stood up and sit down for written tasks. If you are
feeling really ambitious you could even try a treadmill desk!

6) Collaborative spaces
By providing a variety of working spaces including
collaborative areas you can encourage employees to move
around the office without even realising it. Incorporate a
range of different furniture appropriate to different tasks
so that people have the choice of where they work. Try
introducing large team tables which workers can stand
round rather than sit at to brainstorm and discuss ideas.
Give the office a shake
up so that employees
aren’t restricted to
one zone and can
work throughout the
building depending
on what they are
tasked with.

7)	Encourage standing/		
walking meetings

Meetings don’t have to be restricted to the meeting room.
Give the meeting room a break and take your meetings
outside for a bit of fresh air or even just a walk around
the office. Not only is this a great way to get up from
the desk and get moving but it can also prove far more
effective. According to research conducted by the Harvard
Business Review, out of a study
of 150 working adults in the
U.S., those who participated
in walking meetings were
5.25% more likely to report
being creative at their jobs as
opposed to those who don’t.
They also found that those
who participated were 8.5%
more engaged. on what they
are tasked with.

8)	Sign up to the 				
workplace challenge

If you want to take movement in the workplace to the
next level, why not sign up to the workplace challenge.
The workplace challenge is a programme designed to get
companies active whilst at work with a range of sports and
challenges available where employees can compete with
each other to win points and prizes.

By following these simple strategies you’ll get your
workforce up and moving in no time.
If you’d like more guidance on how to design
and build to encourage an active office or more
information on sit stand furniture, please get in
contact with a member of our team…
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